ABB Rolling Road Show 2017
The Drives and Controls Experience

A road to a better world begins with you.
The Drives and Controls Experience is an interactive showcase featuring the products and platforms that make ABB the global benchmark in drives, controls and automation solutions.

Look for us on a road near you.

Push On
We updated the most popular demos to showcase how our products address harmonics, the laws of affinity, and more. You are welcome to push, pull, spin, and test our products.

Slide Over
An interactive technology that explores our industry landscapes and all the places where ABB plays in your domain. From systems to applications, to products and services, slide over and dive into our world.

Drive Forward
From our billion dollar investment in research and development to the services that keep your systems running, see the stories of how and why we continue to drive forward at ABB.

Please join us as we host the Drives and Controls Experience

Monday, May 15th
10:00am to 2:00pm
1325 McMahon Drive
Neenah, WI  54956
800-776-3629

For more information contact:
920-886-8200
Jessica.lomena@kurz.com

www.abbnow.com/rrs